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JO's PANTS

Character Descriptions

JO (Josephine March, Little Women) was disappointed in not being bom a boy.
She certainly doesn't want to grow up into a lady. She wishes she and her three 
sisters could remain in their household forever. She's a bookworm, a tomboy, and a 
spider spinning tales. She loves to write thrilling home theatricals for her sisters, 
with villains and swashbuckling heroes. Her burden is her temper. She is the alter 
ego of author Louisa May Alcott, who said, in the 1800s, “I am half-convinced 
that I am the soul of a man, trapped by some freak of nature in a woman's body.”

MEG (Margaret March, Little Women) is the eldest daughter. Feminine, pretty, 
well-mannered, and obedient, she is a role model to her sisters. She remembers a 
time before her father lost the family's fortune. Her burden is envy of her friends' 
fine apparel and more lavish lifestyles. She falls in love with Teddy's humble tutor, 
John.

BETH (Elizabeth March, Little Women) is the third daughter and Jo's “pet.” Shy, 
sweet, optimistic, and self-effacing. She loves her dolls, cats, and piano. Stricken 
with scarlatina while doing charity work, she is a semi-invalid and hides a deep 
sadness that she may never experience adulthood and love. She admires and 
appreciates Jo for her slang, energy, and modem ways.

AMY (Amy March, Little Women) is the youngest daughter and Jo's antagonist. 
Feminine, vain, pretentious, and ambitious. She is a talented artist and dreams of 
an art education in France. She most especially feels the pains of their genteel 
poverty.

TEDDY (Theodore Laurence, Little Women) is the grandson of the March's 
wealthy neighbor, Mr. Laurence. He is the same age as Jo and they are well-suited 
playmates. He is mischievous and happy-go-lucky. Jo envies him his 
unappreciated educational opportunities.

HESTER (Hester Prynne, The Scarlet Letter) is a young woman abandoned by her 
husband while sailing from England to join a Puritan colony in 1640s Boston. 
Impregnated by a church leader, she is imprisoned for sex crimes. Beautiful, 
cultured, and stoic, she is a talented seamstress and designer of lace.
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ACT ONE: THE FIRST WAVE 
Scene 1

(Cold, audible crashing ocean waves in black and white. A 
19th Century BATHING BEAUTY in a full bathing 
costume and parasol comes onstage. No vocal sound. She 
flirts with the surf. She struggles to strip out of her 
complicated bathing costume, feeling alive. She runs into 
the water. We hear the whistle of a coming train. A 
powerful steam locomotive sounds loudly and runs over the 
woman.)

(Lights out.)



(TEDDY stands in a canoe. There is another canoe 
onshore. JO is wearing an unfashionable broad-brimmed 
hat.)

TEDDY
Hop in, Jo!

JO
I'll paddle my own canoe.

TEDDY
I've got two pipes stuffed with tobacky.

JO
I feel so gay tramping about!

TEDDY
Larking is the life for me!

JO
Let's play at being vagabonds.

TEDDY
On Henry David's pond? C'mon Jo, let's trot off and take a journey somewhere.

JO
If I was a boy, we'd run away together, and have a capital time!

TEDDY
Come on, then! Why not?

JO
I'm a miserable girl, and I must be proper.

TEDDY
Just for a bit of frolic?

JO
Don't tempt me, Teddy, it's a crazy plan.

1-2

Scene 2
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TEDDY
That's the fun of it! Don't be a wet blanket.

JO
You rogue, be quiet!

(A long pause. They sit and smoke their pipes. Toss 
stones.)

TEDDY
You're wearing that queer old Leghorn hat I sent you as a joke!

JO
You should've heard Meg protesting: "Oh, oh, Jo! you ain't going to wear that awful hat? 
It's too absurd! You shall not make a guy of yourself"

(pause)
I said, "I just will, though! it's capital; so shady, light, and big. It will make fun; and I 
don't mind being a guy, if I'm comfortable."

(TEDDY picks off her hat and tosses it into the pond.)

JO
What the dickens!

(JO pushes TEDDY into the pond.)

TEDDY
You pepper pot!

JO
Go to the deuce!

(JO jumps in after him. They laugh, swim, and float. Get 
back in canoes and smoke. A lull.)
(Someone in a BLUE COAT runs along the shore of the 
pond.)

BLUE COAT
The railroad is coming! The railroad is coming! They're laying tracks along Walden 
Pond!

(He runs offstage.)



The railroad is coming! The railroad is coming!

(Faint sounds of a train whistle in the distance.) 

(Lights out.)
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(JOHN, a tutor in the throes of love, paces in the garden 
with a pronounced limp and reads from a book in a cultured 
voice.)

JOHN
1863. Little Women. Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy.

(MEG and AMY enter, sit, and take up their sewing. BETH 
walks to the piano and begins playing with a cat on her lap. 
They are dressed as genteel-poor proper 19th century 
young ladies. JOHN holds and kisses a ladies' glove. Stops 
reading from the book.)

Oh, Meg, my Margaret, my beauty, my daisy, with pretty little curls on her forehead, and 
plump little hands. Ahem! 1863. Little Women. Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy. Four gay girls 
in the house, and a dashing neighbor over the way. Where is that rascal? Late for his 
lessons as usual. Teddy!

(JOHN exits.)

MEG
Sallie was telling me all about Belle Moffat's wedding. It was very splendid. They have 
gone to spend the winter in Paris. Just think how delightful that must be!

AMY
Oh, gay Paris! Oo la la! Mais oui! Tell me about the dresses, Mademoiselle Margarette.

MEG
So crisp and thin and low-necked! With silk sashes, and silver filagree, and plumes, and 
blue French heels, and a cluster of tea rose-buds at the bosom.

BETH
I'm sure all those prancing peacocks and gauzy butterflies are not as pretty as you, Meg.

MEG
Oh, if only I didn't have to wear that old dowdy tarleton dress.

BETH
We can fix it up with some new ribbons.

Scene 3

AMY
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Next year I'll be old enough to go to my first ball.

BETH
Oh, I'd be much too frightened to go to a ball!

AMY
I'm going to make a ravishing ball-dress! Not like Meg's limp shabby one. And I'll wear 
crimped hair and French boots. I hope we'll get new gloves for Christmas.

MEG
Remember, Marmee said there would be no presents this year because of the war. We 
ought not to spend money for pleasure when our men are suffering in the army.

AMY
A Christmas without presents! Old gloves! No one suffers like I do!

BETH
But at least we'll have our Christmas play. I can't wait for Jo's new Operatic Tragedy. 
That will lift our spirits.

(Shouts and laughter and roughhousing are heard offstage.) 

MEG
What shall we do with that girl? She never will behave like a young lady.

(JO runs up, chased by TEDDY, wet and disheveled.)

JO
Fiddlesticks! I've lost a glove. Meg's gonna be mad as hops.

BETH
Jo does use such slang words!

(JO enters the parlor.)

MEG
Jo, you're dripping wet. Is that a crawdad in your hair?

JO
(Whistles "Yankee Doodle.")
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AMY
Don't whistle Jo; it's so boyish.

JO
That's why I do it.

AMY
I detest rude, unlady-like girls.

JO
I hate affected niminy piminy chits.

MEG 
(Getting Jo a towel.)

You are old enough to leave off boyish tricks and behave better, Josephine. It didn't 
matter so much when you were a little girl; but now you are so tall, and turn up your hair, 
you should remember that you are a young lady.

JO
I ain't! and if turning up my hair makes me one, I'll wear it in two tails til I'm twenty! It's 
bad enough to be a girl, when I like boy's games, and work, and manners. I can't get over 
my disappointment in not being a boy, and it's worse than ever now, for I'm dying to go 
and fight with papa, and I can only stay at home and knit like a poky old woman.

AMY
Look at these Army socks you bungled last night, Jo. You sewed the two heels together!

JO
Oh, shut your sauce-box. My damn daddies are no good for this dreadful darning!

(JO throws a ball of yam at AMY, who ducks, and it rolls. 
BETH giggles, then begins to cough.)

AMY
Where's my pin cushion poppet? Beth, do you have my poppet?

BETH
I needed another doll for my tea party.

AMY
Give it back!
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JO
Oh, fiddlesticks! Why don't you let her play with it?

AMY
No! I made his little waistcoat myself.

(Shrieking.)
Meg! Make her give it back!

BETH
(In a boy-doll voice, walks him over.) 

Hew I come, Maymee! Wook at my wittle waistcoat!

(Amy sticks her tongue out at BETH.)

AMY
Nyah-nyah.

So long, Huck! 

So long, Jim!

TEDDY 
(Taps the window from outside.)

JO

BETH
(Coughing)

The poor soldiers! I'm glad we can help keep their feet warm at least.

MEG
I'm so glad that John was wounded, and returned home safely for Christmas.

BETH
Dear John!

AMY
Mr. Brown-Eyes!

MEG
Did you look at my diary!



BETH
Mrs. John Brooke!

AMY
Meg, you're blushing!

JO
You're all a bunch of goosecaps.

(Jo stamps off. Lights out.)



(Clattering and laughter is heard behind the curtain. JO 
steps out with a handbell and a playbill.)

JO
Welcome to the Little Women's Christmas pageant! This home-spun theatrical is entitled 
"Josephine the Avenger."

(Curtains open. Silence. CHARLOTTE, on a day-bed in an 
invalid's dressing gown, stares ahead, almost catatonic.) 
(CHARLOTTE is drawn, trancelike, to the wall and begins 
writing on the yellow wallpaper with a quill. She startles 
from time to time, thinking she sees another woman.) 
(Music begins. CHARLOTTE dances in a bizarre and 
entrancing manner. JANE, holding baby and burp rag, 
approaches her door.)

JANE
Here comes Baby! Wet's visit Mama! Feeding time!

(CHARLOTTE is caught creeping against the wall on her 
hands and knees. Music abruptly stops.)

JANE
My heavens!

(JANE covers the eyes of the baby and turns around.) 

JANE
Brother! John! You won't want to see this!

HUSBAND JOHN 
(A gentleman. Marches confidently in.)

I asked to be undisturbed in my study. What in tarnation! The doctor ordered the curtains 
drawn.

JANE
I shut the window when I brought her tea.

1-10

Scene 4

HUSBAND JOHN 
(He walks over to close the window and draw the curtains.) 

We're three stories up, but I don't want to give her any ideas.
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(He walks towards CHARLOTTE.)
My little girl...

(CHARLOTTE scuttles away from him.) 
Good wife, this is beyond all reason!

CHARLOTTE
I saw ... a woman.

HUSBAND JOHN 
Darling, you must endeavor to restrain your great imaginative powers.

CHARLOTTE
Behind the wall.

HUSBAND JOHN
Now, now, let's return to bed.

CHARLOTTE 
I ju s t... think I would get better if I could get out.

JANE
But first you need to get better, dear.

HUSBAND JOHN
Come, little girl. Let's be reasonable.

(HUSBAND JOHN moves to catch her; CHARLOTTE 
scuttles away, cat and mouse game.)

JANE
John, shall I —

HUSBAND JOHN
Please remove the baby to the nursery, Sister. My patience is tried. I shall summon Dr. 
Silas Weir Mitchell. His Rest Cure is renowned for hysteria.

JANE
I'll fetch the steam-powered Manipulator.

(HUSBAND JOHN and JANE exit.)
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CHARLOTTE 
(Writes on the wall in a frenzied manner. Echo-y 
voiceover. CHARLOTTE rips shreds of wallpaper and 
tosses a couple out the window.)
(Voice over)

There is one marked peculiarity about the wallpaper in this room, a thing nobody seems 
to notice but myself, and that is that it changes as the light changes.
When the sun shoots in through the east window — I always watch for that first long, 
straight ray — it changes so quickly that I never can quite believe it.
That is why I watch it always.
By moonlight — the moon shines in all night when there is a moon — I wouldn't know it 
was the same paper.
At night, in any kind of light, in twilight, candlelight, lamplight, and worst of all by 
moonlight, it becomes bars! The outside pattern I mean, and the woman behind it is as 
plain as can be.

(WALL DANCER is visible against the wall. As soft music 
begins to play, she begins a freaky wall dance and then 
CHARLOTTE joins in.)

I didn't realize for a long time what the thing was that showed behind, that dim sub- 
pattern, but now I am quite sure it is a woman.
By daylight she is subdued, quiet. I fancy it is the pattern that keeps her so still. It is so 
puzzling. It keeps my quiet by the hour.
I lie down ever so much now. John says it is good for me, and to sleep all I can.
Indeed he started the habit by making me lie down for an hour after each meal.
It is a very bad habit I am convinced, for you see I don't sleep.
And that cultivates deceit, for I don't tell them I'm awake—O, no!
The fact is I am getting a little afraid of John.

(The WALL DANCER has neared the window and opens 
it CHARLOTTE hears a sound at the window and startles.)

CHARLOTTE
A woman! Creeping outside the window!

(A rope is thrown through the window. CHARLOTTE 
peers down. The WALL DANCER catches the rope.)

JOSEPHINE THE AVENGER
(Off stage)

Tie the rope to the bed frame!
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(The WALL DANCER ties it and JOSEPHINE THE 
AVENGER climbs up and into the window in a superhero 
costume with bloomers. She kisses CHARLOTTE 
passionately, and lifts her out the window and down the 
rope. The WALL DANCER disappears from sight. The 
window is left wide open.)
(DR. MITCHELL strides up to the door outside of 
CHARLOTTE'S bedroom with confidence and meets 
JANE.)

DR. MITCHELL
So, how is our little hysteric?

JANE
(Lugging a frightening device.)

Dr. Mitchell, she's worse than before.

DR MITCHELL
If your sister is ever to be well, she must follow my prescription: Have but two hours' 
intellectual life a day.

JANE
Two hours of life a day.

DR. MITCHELL 
And never touch pen, brush or pencil as long as you live.

JANE:
Never touch ... Yes, doctor.

DR MITCHELL
Here we go! I've got the rope. Follow me with the Steam Powered Manipulator. I've 
nicknamed this ol' beast “Sally.”

JANE
But it has a -  a -  protuberance.

DR. MITCHELL
Alright, Sister, you got Sally?

(Loudly.)
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Charlotte! Back to bed like a good girl!

(DR. MITCHELL throws open the door dramatically. He 
looks at the open window, then strides to the bed, pulling 
off the pillows and lifting up two big books.)

DR MITCHELL
An-i-ma Karin-da-mum?! Trashy romance novel! Madam-e Bovary?! French smut!

(He throws the books out the window.)
Didn't I instruct you? She is to have no exposure to fanciful ideas!

(He shuts the window with a bang and closes the curtains.)

JANE
(Struggling to position and plug in the Manipulator.)

I can't imagine how they came to be -  I've performed my duties!

(She turns on machine. Starts revving.)

JANE
Where can she be? I left her pressed against the wall.

DR MITCHELL
She must be in the closet.

JANE
(Looks.)

She's not! She's gone! Brother John!

(NEIGHBOR bursts into the room, holding a note.)

DR. MITCHELL
I beg your pardon! And you are -

NEIGHBOR
A concerned neighbor! I was taking my morning constitutional — do it every day after 
breaking my fast with cold bread and grape preserves — when the darndest thing - a note 
flew by in the breeze.

JANE
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John! Oh, John!

NEIGHBOR 
I'm afraid "John" won't be disposed to help you.

(Blows on his gun.)
(DR. MITCHELL and JANE are stunned as NEIGHBOR 
strips down to reveal a superhero costume.)

DR MITCHELL
It's a woman!

(JOSEPHINE THE AVENGER performs rope tricks to tie 
up the DR. MITCHELL. JANE runs out.)

JANE
The baby!

(JOSEPHINE THE AVENGER sits on the bed casually and 
lights a cigar. She blows smoke at DR. MITCHELL. She 
fiddles with the Manipulator dildo.)

JOSEPHINE THE AVENGER 
So ... where do you put the business end of this here thing?

DR MITCHELL
Enough, my dear fellow! I beg of you!

JOSEPHINE THE AVENGER
I'll tell you when you've had enough!

DR MITCHELL
Uncle!

JOSEPHINE THE AVENGER 
Listen to this! Writings on the wall paper.

(JO pulls scraps out of pocket.)
"There is no female mind." What do you think of that, doc?

(Blows smoke on him.)
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PR. MITCHELL
Absurd!

JOSEPHINE 
Here's another: "My mind has given way."

DR. MITCHELL
Mercy! Mercy!

(The actors slip back into the room, breaking character, 
giggling. MEG carries the doll. BETH, still in night gown, 
is faint, and collapses onto bed.)

JO
Beth, are you all right, dear? Come to papa.

BETH
I'm afraid my fever has returned.

TEDDY
How about me? I'm not okay. I'm going mad from your foreplay.

(JO revs the machine.)
Uncle! Uncle!

JO
That's not the safe word!

TEDDY
C'mon, Jo!

JO
We rehearsed this.

AMY
What's black and white and —

TEDDY
Very well! Panda bear!

JO
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What? I didn't hear you!

TEDDY
Panda bear!

JO
Jolly good show!

(MEG turns off the machine.)
Here's a cigar.

TEDDY
A little help with the rope!

(AMY sexily unties him. They all crowd on the bed, 
laughing and applauding.)

MEG
It's the best we've had yet!

TEDDY
Bully for you, Jo!

JO
(Bows)

Thank you, thank you, ladies and gent!

BETH
I don't see how you can write and act such splendid things, Jo. You're a regular 
Shakespeare!

JO
I'm glad you liked my adaptation of The Yellow Wallpaper. Next I'd like to try Macbeth.

(JO reaches under bed for sword to brandish.)
Turn hellhound, turn! My voice is in my sword! Thou bloodier villain than terms can give 
thee out.

BETH
(BETH picks up baby doll by the foot and flings it.)

Out, damned baby! Out I say!
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AMY
Beth, dear, you shouldn't say "damned."

JQ
Huh! I like good strong words that mean something!

MEG
Let's get some fresh air in here.

(MEG opens window.)

AMY
And Josephine, you shouldn't smoke a cigar! It's not ladylike!

JO
Oh, fiddlesticks! That's why I do it! I ain't a lady!

BETH
Oh, Jo, I do love your slang words! You're such a new American woman!

(BETH sits on JO's lap and puts her arms around JO's neck, 
head on shoulder.)

TEDDY
You might loosen up a little on the rope next time, Josephine the Avenger! I'm tingling 
all over!

AMY
Poor Teddy.

(AMY massages TEDDY.)

JO
Enough of that!

(JO gives AMY a whack.)

AMY
Teddy, you cut a dashing figure in that doctor's coat, with your curly hair and long nose. 
You're a regular Mr. Dartmouth!



MEG
(Laughing)

You mean Mr. Darcy!

TEDDY
Oh, go on, go on, you rascals flatter me!

AMY
Be serious, Teddy! Why not go to med school?

TEDDY
I'd hate it! Nothing but grinding and pegging away at books. I'm more suited to 
skylarking and nanty-narking!

MEG
And Amy's a silly goose.

BETH
If Teddy is a skylark, and Amy is a goose, what am I, please?

JO
You're an angel.

MEG
Nothing but an angel, dear.

(A bell rings.)

TEDDY
Time to dash off to my diggings for dinner. Au revoir, ladies and gent!

(TEDDY exits.)

JO
What is it, Bethie? Your cheeks are flushed scarlet. You don't have a crush on ol' Teddy, 
do you?

MEG
Jo, don't be coarse! Beth dear, are you feeling weak?

AMY

1-19
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You're bright pink!

BETH
It's the fever.

JO
I'll get her a cool compress.

AMY
Well, Josephine, it's not fair to hog Teddy to yourself if you don't want him.

JO
I most certainly DO want him. He's the best guy pal I've got and I won't have any of you 
niminy-piminy chits turning him into some doting fool who picks up your dropped 
gloves.

AMY
Aren't you getting a little old to be playing with boys?

JO
Who wants to grow up if it means being prim as a desk? I'm still mad as a March Hare 
that I wasn't allowed to go fight with Papa in the War of the Rebellion.

MEG
But now you're 16.

AMY
You'll be an old maid!

MEG
Let me help you turn up your hair.

JO
Ouch! I'd rather die a spinster and have a bit of fun!

MEG
Your hair's all snarly.

AMY
Were you rolling around in the haystack?



BETH
(Giggling)

You've made a porcupine of yourself!

JO
Well, I'll be hanged if I have to spend half the day in front of a looking-glass. I've got 
better things to do. I'm working on a new melodrama called The Witch's Curse!

BETH
Girls, we promised to finish the sewing for the war orphans tonight, remember?

JO
Oh, how dreary! We haven't had a night off to frolic in a coon's age.

BETH
Jo, your face is like a thunder cloud!

MEG
You're in a fine pucker.

AMY
Quite unladylike.

BETH
Change your face before your frighten me!

AMY
And change out of Papa's pants.

JO
No way! Papa's trousers feel spandy-nice! They give me a bounce to my feet, as if I could 
do anything!

MEG
What if someone were to see you and your boyish ways?

JO
Oh, who visits us anyway?

BETH
Let's divide up the bundles.

1-21
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JO
What a burden it is to be a girl.
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(JO and AMY in the parlor sewing. BETH playing the 
piano. MEG is outside gathering flowers, skipping and 
twirling.)

JO
It's as dull as the tombs here.

AMY
I wish Meg were here to sing to us.

BETH
She has a voice like a flute. She always improved out mood.

(MEG is heard singing outside.)
Ring a ring a Rosie,
A pocket full of posies 
All the girls in our town 
Ring for little Josie.

(JOHN runs up and joins MEG. They sing together.)
Ring a ring a Rosie,
A pocket full of posies 
All the girls in our town 
Ring for little Josie.

(JOHN runs into the parlor holding MEG's hand. MEG is 
holding a bouquet of daisies.)

JOHN
Sister Jo, congratulate us!

(He goes over to kiss her. JO flees into a corner.) 
(Everyone but JO holds hands, twirls around, falls back 
laughing. MEG and JOHN run off with the sisters waving 
and following behind, singing.)

BETH and AMY
Oh my darling, Oh my darling 
Oh my darling Clementine 
You are lost and gone forever,
Dreadful sorry, Clementine

Scene 5
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JO
(Left alone in the house.)

Oh my darling, Oh my darling 
Oh my darling Clementine 
You are lost and gone forever,
Dreadful sorry, Clementine

(JO cries for a while.)
(TEDDY arrives with a big bouquet.)

TEDDY
I have something for you.

(JO reaches for the bouquet. TEDDY pulls it back and 
holds out a soiled glove.)

TEDDY
This is your glove, I presume? I found it in the haystack.

JO
(Throws the glove at him.)

Go to the deuce!

TEDDY
Why, you don't look festive! So am I too late to present this lovely bouquet to the 
lovebird?

(JO cries in earnest.)

TEDDY
Well, now, don't be dismal, there's a good fellow. Meg is happy. Her dear John cherishes 
her!

JO
Well, so do I treasure her and nobody consulted me!

TEDDY
It will be very jolly to see Meg in her own little house.

(TEDDY puts the bouquet in a vase.)
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Fiddlesticks. I don't approve of the match, but I've made up my mind to bear it. You can't 
know how hard it is for me to give up Meg. It can never be the same again. I've lost my 
dearest friend.

TEDDY
You've got me, anyhow. We'll have capital times. We'll go abroad, or some nice trip or 
other. In a few years, when I get back from university. Wouldn't that console you?

JO
We were so happy, the four sisters together. I don't think life could be much improved.

TEDDY
Your eldest sister will be happy!

JO
Hmph! I think it's dreadful to break up families.

TEDDY
Well, you're the second daughter.

JO
I can't get over my disappointment in not being a boy.

TEDDY
As the second sister, you'll go next!

JO
Me! I don't like that sort of thing! Nonsense.

(pause)
I wish I could go off to college with you!

TEDDY
Oh, I shall be through college before long. Give me a kiss to remember you by!

JO
(Shocked)

Christopher Columbus!

(She turns her back and begins to sing mournfully.)

JO
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How I missed her! How I missed her!
How I missed my Clementine,
'Til I kissed her little sister,
And forgot my Clementine

(TEDDY picks up her glove, kisses it, puts it in his pocket, 
and exits.)
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(JOHN stands outside in the garden with a book.)
End of Part I. Amy stood in the morning light drawing a portrait of Beth. Beth lay on her 
sofa petting the cat. Jo lounged in in her favorite low seat, reading a book, with the grave, 
quiet look that best became her. So grouped, the curtain falls upon Jo, Beth, and Amy. 
Whether it rises again, depends upon the reception given to the first act of the domestic 
drama, called “Little Women.”

(JOHN snaps the book closed and exits. The characters 
pose in a tableau. They remain in their pose for a good 
minute.)

JO
It's dull as the tombs in here!

BETH
I suppose we could sew while we wait.

JO
It's not the same without Meg.

BETH
I wish Meg were here to sing to us.

AMY
She had a voice like a flute. She always improved our mood.

(The sound of a train whistle.)

JO
That's the 6:00 train. Again.

BETH
Let's knit her some baby booties.

AMY
I'll use pink yam; you do blue.

JO
I always bungle the heels. Why don't I start a fire. Oops! there goes another glove.

Scene 6



AMY
How many times have we told you—?

JO
It was okay for Meg to scold me, as the elder sister, but not you.

BF.TH
I'll try a tune on the piano.

(Starts in a soft, quavery voice.) 
When Johnny come marching home again, 
hurrah! hurrah!
We'll give him a hearty welcome then 
hurrah! hurrah!

JO. BETH, and AMY 
The men will cheer and the boys will shout 
The ladies they will all turn out 
And we'll all feel gay 
When Johnny come marching home.
The old church bell will peal with joy 
hurrah! hurrah!
To welcome home our darling boy 
hurrah! hurrah!
The village lads and lassies say 
With roses they will strew the way,
And we'll all feel gay
When Johnny comes marching home.

(Lights fade.)
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(JO, BETH, and AMY still in the same pose.)

AMY
(Her hair tied in rags for ringlets.)

I wonder what's going to happen to us!

BETH
(Coughing)

It's been almost three years.

(Plays a foul chord on the piano.)

JO
I wish I could have gone off to college with Teddy. I'm wasting my life!

(The sound of a train. Everyone perks up to listen, then the 
sound trails off.)

AMY
We've never been anywhere.

BETH
Let's be good, and remember those less fortunate than us.

AMY
Oh, nobody understands the troubles I have! If only I had a straight nose!

JO
I could straighten it out for you!

AMY
I've never even been to a ball. And I've made such a pretty ball gown. Look! When will I 
ever wear it?

Scene 7

(Lights out.)
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(JO, BETH, and AMY still in same pose. AMY's ball gown 
on a hanger. On another part of the stage, LOUISA MAY 
ALCOTT steps into a publisher's office. A sign reads 
“Roberts Brothers.”)

PUBLISHER
Here's your royalty check, Miss Alcott. That should pull you out of poverty. And put a 
little meat on your ... ahem. So, how's it coming with the sequel? Have you got a 
manuscript for me?

LOUISA
I'm happy with the ending as it stands. I was thinking about going in a different direction 
with my next book. A socio-political thriller.

(Pitches.)
Deep in the woods, a Transcendentalist utopian commune becomes an underground 
railroad stop.

PUBLISHER 
(Holds up his hands.)

Stop! Stop!

LOUISA
As winter approaches, and the utopia runs out of provisions, a young woman defies the 
cult leader by falling in love with an escaped kitchen slave, and together they —

PUBLISHER
No, no, no, nobody's gonna read that muck. Stick with what you know, Miss Alcott. I 
think you're onto something with this “Little Ladies” concept.

LOUISA
Little Women.

PUBLISHER
Our readers are eating it up. We've sold 2,000 copies! The sequels could be best-sellers, 
too. It'll make you a nice living, since, sad to say, it looks like you'll be a spinster ... 
(coughs). I see a whole series ... a book for each lady ... marriage, babies ... girls love that 
stuff.

Scene 8

Right, but one of my characters -
LOUISA
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PUBLISHER
Right. One of'em's gonna have to kick the bucket. The fairer sex loves pathos.

(Chuckling.)
You should see my wife blubbering at the end of her little novels.

LOUISA
It's just -

PUBLISHER
Look -  the Bronte sisters are trending. Typhoid, tuberculosis ...

LOUISA
I was thinking about a different outcome for Jo.

PUBLISHER
The ugly duckling? We'll keep her alive. She's the favorite.

LOUISA
I want her to be a role model. To young girls. Who want to do something splendid with 
their lives.

PUBLISHER
Don't worry, we can find a husband for her. Your readers have been pestering the 
publishing house with hundreds of letters. They won't hear of Jo ending up an old maid. 
No offense.

LOUISA
But she was only 16 when the book left off

PUBLISHER
So what are you waiting for? The pocket-watch is ticking. It's time. Sign on the dotted 
line.

LOUISA
I promised her she wouldn't have to marry the boy next door.

PUBLISHER
Talking to your characters? I suppose you must be lonely, being a spinster. Well, 
somebody has to marry the boy next door! He's rich! Ahem, or that's what my wife says.
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LOUISA
I wanted to write something truly splendid.

PUBLISHER
Save all that splendor for your diary. Do we have a deal?

LOUISA
What if Jo were to become a suffragette, and fight for the woman's vote? I know a thing 
about that.

PUBLISHER
Ha! That will never happen. Look, Louisa, fantasy-writing doesn't suit you . . . or put 
victuals on the table. I'm offering you a great deal. I'm willing to pay you an advance for 
three sequels. I've even got the names picked out -  Good Wives for part two, and then 
Little Men and Jo's Boys.

LOUISA
Ugh, Good Wives? That doesn't sound very interesting.

PUBLISHER
Your readership begs to differ. We had a focus group.

LOUISA
Jo's Boys? Jo doesn't want to take care of a bunch of midgets. She wants to write.

PUBLISHER
Write your name here.

LOUISA
Look, matrimony is contrary to Jo's true nature.

(Clears throat.)
As a character.

PUBLISHER
No wedding, no deal.

(LOUISA hesitates.)
How's your poor sister doing with all those medical bills? What is it she has? Scarlatina?



Sign here. 

And here. 

Good girl.

PUBLISHER

(Louisa signs.)

(Pause.)

(Lights out.)

1-33
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(The LITTLE WOMEN still in tableau, BETH lying down 
and petting the cat, AMY admiring her ball-dress, JO 
reading. Her book pile is stacked up high. Nothing happens 
for an almost interminable time.)
(BETH gets up and plays some lackluster chords.)

AMY
(Taking the rags out of her curls.)

If I have to wait any longer I'm going to dry up like a raisin.

BETH
(Coughing.)

AMY
Ugh, why are you in Papa's pants again?

JO
(Whistling “Dixie.”)

AMY
Make her stop whistling!

(JO ramps it up. AMY lunges for Jo and pulls the book out 
of her hands, ripping. JO pulls AMY's hair.)

AMY
My curls!

JO
That's my only copy of The Scarlett Letter! Nathaniel wrote me a personal inscription. I 
hate you!

AMY
Nyah-nyah! Old maid!

BETH
Josephine! You're almost 19! What would Meg say?

Scene 9

(BETH begins coughing.)
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Meg doesn't care; she's gone off with her John. I was at a good part. Hester Prynne is 
trying to escape from this creepy stalker, who is really her husband in disguise.

AMY
Nobody cares about my future. What was the point of learning French?

JO
Vous avez le cervau d'un sandwich au fromage.

AMY
What! What did she say to me!

JO
I'll never speak to you again.

BETH 
(Coughs for a while.)
(Long silence.)
(A sound in the distance. The Post. A magazine is tossed 
and slides across the floor in front of the LITTLE 
WOMEN. They stare at the magazine without moving. For 
a very long time.)

JO
It's the first serial installment of part two. I'm afraid to look!

BETH
What does it say on the cover?

AMY
Good tidings for Jo. But what about me?

JO
Oooo! Maybe I've sold one of my thrillers.

(She picks up the magazine and hands it to BETH.)
I'm too nervous. Can you look for the title “Josephine the Avenger.”

BETH
They've chosen a title for Little Women, part two. Good Wives.

JO
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“Good Wives?” That doesn't sound very interesting.

AMY
Let me see!

(Grabs the magazine and flips through.)
Oh, here we are in Chapter One at Meg's wedding.

(JO makes gagging gestures.)

AMY
“They stood watching her with faces full of love, and hope, and tender pride, as she 
walked away, leaning on her husband's arm, with her hands full of flowers, and the June 
sunshine brightening her happy face—and so Meg's married life began.”

JO
I'm going to vomit daisies.

AMY
Gross!

BETH
Oh, Jo!

AMY
Let's see what it says about Jo.

(Beat)
A queer-looking man.

JO
Oh! Sounds intriguing ... maybe he's the editor.

BETH
Poor as a church mouse.

JO
Huh. Well, that's not very promising.

BETH

JO
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Rather stout, bushy beard, droll nose.

Sounds like St. Nick!

AMY
Jo, don't you get it?

BETH
Oh, Jo! Look on the next page! You're engaged!

(BETH gives JO a kiss.)

JO
That can't be true. I don't like mustaches. Let me see that.

(JO flips through the magazine.)
Oh, no! You do NOT! Louisa May! Al-COTT!
Not a man with muttonchops! We had a deal!

(Beat)
Look-look on page 365: “I don't believe I shall ever marry; I'm happy as I am, and love 
my liberty too well to be in any hurry to give it up for any mortal man.”

(Beat)
How clear do you need it!

BETH
I wonder if you will ever grow up, Jo!

JO
I'll never change. I can feel it. I'm afraid there's something terribly wrong with me. I'll 
always stay devoted to my literature and you, Bethy dear.

BETH
And your Professor .. Bhaer ... how do you pronounce his name? ... Bhaer?

JO
He's not my professor. What kind of a name is Friedrich! A French name like .. Francoise 
... would have been much more romantic.

JO
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AMY
At least you won't have to be a spinster now, like ugly old Aunt March.

JO
Oh, yeah? Why don't YOU marry him!

AMY
Oh, no. With my grace and prepossession offrancais, I'll catch a wealthy man with a 
noble brow, and curly hair, and a long, straight nose.

JO
You're asking for it, Miss Malaprop!

AMY
We'll go live in Par-ees!

(JO pulls out her sword and begins swinging.)

AMY
Help!

(JO chases AMY out of the room and begins trashing the 
room. BETH cowers under the covers.)

JO
No! No! No!

(pause)
Louisa May! Show yourself!

(pause)
You promised! You know I've never fallen the least bit in love with any man. I love my 
sisters! Don't make me French kiss that jolly old elf! I'll kill myself! Where's my dagger?

(JO rummages around in the costume trunk and pulls out 
the dagger. LOUISA MAY ALCOTT emerges and sits 
behind a desk with quill, ink pot, and stacks of paper. 
Throughout the play, only JO sees her.)

LOUISA
(Calm)

Look, Jo, I was pressured by the publisher. My readers are demanding a proper wedding
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for Jo.

I knew it was a bad idea to let Meg go . . . it set the wrong kind of precedent.

LOUISA
The ladies in my book club want what's best for you.

(pause)
I could have him shave.

JO
No!

LOUISA
I'm sorry, Jo. It's a done deal. Chapters one and two are already in print. He's a good man.

JO
He's like a little teapot, old and stout! Write me out of the marriage, write-me-out!

LOUISA
A wedding for Jo is a firm stipulation in the book deal. No wedding, no contract. They'll 
sue for my advance back. The advance that paid for that dagger you're holding, by the 
way. All your props will be repo'd. Including those pants you're wearing.

JO
I'll dirk the dagger on myself and then you can return it. Please, Louisa, please! This isn't 
the direction we discussed. I don't wanna be a governess or a school marm or a wife! I 
want to write!

(JO picks up LOUISA's stack of papers and flings them to 
the floor. BETH peeks out and picks up some papers.)

BETH
Oh, look! Amy's going to marry Teddy!

(AMY runs back into the room.)

AMY
Teddy! For me? Fiddle-dee-dee, I'm going to be rich!

JO
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(AMY picks up her ball gown and dances around. She 
begins to put the gown on.)

JO
Wipe your gigglemug, Teddy's mine!

LOUISA
But remember, you rejected his marriage proposal.

JO
No, YOU rejected his proposal on my behalf! Because I didn't feel “that way” about him. 
I would've said yes if I'd known you were going to turn around and stab me in the back 
and marry me off to some man with muttonchops! At least Teddy and I always had fun!

LOUISA
The readers wanted the rich eligible bachelor next door to marry one of you March girls. 
To save the family from genteel poverty.

JO
Well, then he should go to Beth. Beth is the third sister, she's next in line.

(To BETH.)
Right, Pet?

BETH
(Still reading, begins coughing violently, and then stops.) 

JO
Why did you stop reading?

BETH
It's okay, I understand.

JO
Lemme see that. Scarlatina??

(JO grabs the papers. Flinging them madly.)
Oh, no! That can't happen!

BETH
I'll accept my cup. Like the traveler in Pilgrim's Progress. It will be my bundle.
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LOUISA
Blame it on the Bronte sisters.

JO
It was bad enough that you stole Meg away. Then you want to marry me off, kill Beth 
off, and have my bratty little sister run off with my best boy?

AMY
(Twirling in her ball gown.)

I'm going to be rich, rich, rich! With silk stockings and a fine carriage.

JO
(To BETH)

Don't just sit there! She's plotting to kill you!

BETH
She who? God is a man. Thy kingdom come, thy will be done.

(Coughing)

AMY
We'll live in France. I'll learn to paint.

(JO grabs father's Civil War gun and positions BETH with 
gun trained on LOUISA. Ties up LOUISA, lights a cigar.)

BETH
Jo, what are you doing to that chair? Are we practicing your new play? What's my 
objective?

JO
Fight for your life!

LOUISA
Jo, you're being melodramatic.

JO
It's in my nature.

AMY
(Back to others, oblivious.)
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I'll have a maid to style my naturally curly hair.

LOUTS A
Jo, calm down.

JO
Talk to the pants.

LOUISA
You've never been violent.

JO
I've never been desperate. I can't bear to lose Beth.

AMY
I'll buy a dozen colored pencils. No, a hundred. A thousand different colors!

JO
Okay. Here's my list of demands. Number one, write me out of the engagement. Number 
two, don't let Beth die of scarlet fever. I want us all to stay together. Number three, I want 
to wear pants!

LOUISA
Josephine -

(BETH's resolve is faltering. She looks at JO and brings the 
gun down.)

BETH
My arm is getting tired.

JO
It's time for a rewrite!

LOUISA
You can't escape your narrative. Certain events have already been imprinted.

AMY
Our wedding invitations will be imprinted with gold leaf.

LOUISA
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Besides, you've tied up my writing hand.

(JO grabs BETH like a hostage and points the gun at 
BETH's head, then releases LOUISA's right hand.)

BETH
Jo, your new play is so thrilling!

JO
Start writing or I'll mess up your plot even worse!

LOUISA 
(LOUISA begins to write.)

Chapter Three: Hasty Pudding.
Dear Readers, I hope you are sitting in your favorite armchair as you learn of the latest 
upset with our headstrong second daughter, Jo.

JO
Keep going!

(Sotto voce)
Beth, dear, it's 10 minutes until the 6:00 train.

AMY
Mrs. Theodore Laurence, I presume? Charmed, I'm sure. Enchante.

LOUISA
Jo writes Professor Bhaer-  um, Bhaer ... I've never actually said his name out loud ... 
hmm . . . Jo scribbles a hasty yet heartfelt letter turning down his proposal, with sincerest 
apologies, but she has to follow her call to adventure.

JO
Good! Good start! C'mon Louisa, follow your heart!

BETH
Is that my part? Louisa May? That's a pretty name.

AMY
Why, thank you! And isn't your dress lovely!

LOUISA
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Jo gathered together her writing satchel, some play props, and her father's Remington 
revolver from the war. She emptied the coins from the Mason jar, stuffed everything into 
a worn carpet bag, and put on a men's hat.

(JO gathers these items while holding on to BETH.)

JO
Yes, Louisa, yes! I'll take it from there!

(JO opens the window and pulls BETH toward it.)

BETH
Wait, Jo, the cat!

(JO releases BETH.)
Kitty kitty!

JO
C'mon, c'mon, rattle your hocks!

AMY
(Holding a tea cup with her pinkie up.)

Merci! What a fine jasmine tea!

BETH
I'll just put the cat in my sewing bag.

(JO pulls BETH out the window. LOUISA is left tied up, 
invisible to AMY.)

AMY
We'll take a six-month honeymoon across the continent, eating crumpets and attending 
the o-per-a. I'll have ten trunks of clothes. Perhaps we can find a surgeon to fix my nose.

(She turns around for the first time.)
Beth? Jo? Where'd you go?

(The sound of a train whistle gets louder, then fades away. 
Silence. AMY stands on stage alone in disbelief for a long 
time, until the lights go off.)

[End of Act One]



ACT TWO: THE SECOND WAVE 
Scene 1

(JO and BETH sit side by side on a 19th century train. It is 
very bumpy and they rhythmically shake out of their seats. 
They are out of breath and topsy-turvy. BETH is in her 
invalid's dressing gown.)

JO
Woo-ee! That was a close call!

BETH
Jo, your hat!

(JO bends to pick it up and holds it up like a cowboy.)

JO
That was mighty bricky of you to run away with me.

BETH
(Coughing)

JO
Yippie-ki-aye! This is the life for me! A bucking locomotive!

BETH
(Coughing)

The smoke.

JO
Let me close the window for ya, little lady. Oopsie-daisy, there goes a glove.

BETH
Why, look! There's a man way back there ... running. Doesn't he look like Teddy?

JO
You're delirious.

II-1

He's wagging a glove!
BETH

JO
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I'm sure it's just some gentleman waving farewell to his missus. Aw, Bethie, you're so 
shy, you've only seen two guys in your life. Every man looks like Papa or Teddy, 
depending on whether he's young or old.

BETH
But I've seen Meg's John.

JO
Oh, why'd you have to bring him up? I was feeling so happy.

(Pause)
Lemme wipe the window off.

BETH
You've soiled your glove!

JO
Look! There's Walden Pond!

BETH
It's going by so fast, I feel dizzy!

JO
Dizzy? Let me feel your brow. You have an almighty fever! Poor dear, lie on Jo's lap.

BETH
Mmm, okay. I'll just close my eyes ...

JO
(Jumps up)

Look! There's Nathaniel Hawthorne's house! The Old Manse! One, two, three, four 
chimneys!

BETH
Oh!

(Pause)
Uh-oh. My stomach is lurching. I feel like I'm going to -

JO
Untie your bonnet—quick—lean in ... there's a dear ... and let me wrangle that window
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open again.

(Throws it out the window.)
Out, damn bonnet!

BETH
(BETH begins crying quietly. JO cuddles her. They shake 
up and down. BETH begins to laugh.)

BETH
Jo, you've got coal on your face!

(BETH's laughter turns to coughing.)
Did you bring any water?

JO
Tarnation! I didn't think of drinking water. Damn writers. They never include details like 
that in the script. We bring the damn sewing kit, but no water. I'm sorry, Beth. I'll get you 
out of this scrape somehow.

BETH
Perhaps if we were to do some knitting, it would take our minds off our suffering. Did 
you read that Meg is going to have twins? A boy and a girl!

JO
Oh, drat! Why'd you have to bring up Meg!

BETH
I'm going to knit her some baby booties. Here, Jo, I brought your needles, too.

JO
How thoughtful of you.

BETH
And two balls of yarn. One pink, on blue.

JO
I'm feeling blue. And you cheeks are bright pink!

(They begin to knit.)



BETH
In through the front door 
Around the back

BETH and JO
Out through the window 
And off jumps Jack

(They laugh.)
In through the front door, around the back, out through the window, and off jumps Jack!

(They knit for a while, bouncing, loud train sounds.)

TRAIN ANNOUNCER'S VOICE 
Next stop, Salem! Salem, next stop! Salem, Massachusetts!

BETH
The woods are getting dark.

JO
Whose woods these are I think I know...

(The train jolts suddenly and the lights go out. When the 
lights come back on they are dimmer, and everything is on 
the floor. JO and BETH sit up in time to see HESTER 
PRYNNE board the train, wrapped in a hooded cloak, 
carrying a small travel bag. On the front of her dark cloak 
is an elaborately styled red “A.” HESTER carries herself 
with grace and dignity to the seats opposite, and turns, 
hiding the “A.” JO and BETH watch in awe.)

HESTER
(Anxious.)

Did you see a man?

JO
No...

BETH

II-4

Yes!
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HESTER
Look! Out the window!

JO
It's so darkened with soot, I can't really make out—

HESTER
Open it!

JO
Okie-dokie, I got it o-Woopsie-daisy! There goes my knitting!

(BETH starts coughing.)

HESTER
Look behind you!

JO
There's a shadow.

BETH
Maybe it's Teddy.

JO
Shush!

(To HESTER.)
She has a fever.

(The train starts to move. They start to shake.) 

HESTER
Did any man board?

JO
I didn't see--

HESTER
Oh Lord, show mercy upon me!

(HESTER opens her bag and digs.)
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Where's my seam ripper!

(She works on unstitching the “A” from her cloak, madly 
and swiftly. JO and BETH stare. She tosses the “A,” takes 
off her cloak, and unstiches the “A” from her dress. She 
continues to work feverishly.)

BETH
You're so quick with your stitch!

HESTER
Oh, yes, the whole village gossips of my good skill with the needle.

BETH
Can I touch your -  letter?

HESTER
This heathenish adornment?

JO
Your name must be Abigail... or Amy?

BETH
Our sister's name is Amy.

HESTER
I don't care about your sister Amy!

BETH
This adornment... such a gorgeous luxurience of fancy ... Jo, wouldn't Amy be envious?

JO
Shut up about Amy!

BETH 
(Sotto voce.)

Look, she has a poppet like Amy's.

Fiddlesticks!
JO
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See?

BETH
(Pulls a pin cushion out of her sewing bag.)

(In a puppet “Amy” voice.) 
Wook at my fine wittle waistcoat!

JO
You stole Amy's poppet!

(Laughing.)

I was wicked.

Hello, pussycat!

Oww!

BETH

(HESTER tosses the second “A” to the ground and strips 
down a lacy underslip. BETH scampers to pick it up.)

JO
(Staring at HESTER.)

(HESTER stabs her needle into her poppet pincushion. JO 
grabs her own arm in pain.)

BETH 
(Stroking the “A.”) 

Feel this, Jo. It's so soft! Go ahead, stroke it!

Hmmph!

Oh, look at her lace bodice! 

I'm trying not to!

JO

BETH

JO

HESTER
Done!
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(She re-dresses. BETH snatches up the last “A.”)

BETH
Can I keep them?

HESTER
No!

BETH
Please. They're so pretty. Pretty please?

HESTER
(To JO.)

You look strong enough to toss a bundle. Off the tracks. Out of sight.

JO
You got that right! Beth, give me your sewing bag.

(HESTER tugs the “A's” from BETH's hands and stuffs 
them in the bag.)

HESTER
There's a stretch of forest coming up ahead.

(JO opens the window and gets into stance. BETH starts 
coughing.)

Get ready...

BETH
Wait! Wait! The cat's in the bag!

(She pulls out the cat.)

HESTER
Pitch it right... when we hit the ...

JO
Bull's eye!

(Collective cheer.)
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BETH
No more dreadful sewing!

(pause)
Jo! Bring your head in. You're frightening me!

(laughing)
You look like a hedgehog!

JO
What a rush!

HESTER
Here's a pin to fix your chignon.

JO
Oh, fiddlesticks! I plum forgot about my hair! It would be easier to just stuff it in a top 
hat.

BETH
Oh, don't, Jo! Your hair is your one true beauty.

(To HESTER.)
But not as beautiful as yours.

JO
Who cares? I feel half inclined to chop it off.

HESTER
But if a woman have long hair, it is a glory to her.

BETH
For her hair is given her for a covering. Especially since I've lost my bonnet. Second 
Corinthians 11:15.

HESTER 
(Looking at JO.)

A woman shall not wear a man's garment, nor shall a man put on a woman's cloak. For 
whosoever do-eth these things is an abomination to the Lord your God. Deuteronomy
22:5.



These are my Pa's sit-upons. The better to run in. We almost missed the train. I had to 
half-carry Beth. She's—

HESTER
I'm abominable, too. I like to run in the woods.

BETH
Why are you running?

HESTER
Prison break.

JO
Christopher Columbus!

HESTER
I'm a malefactress.

BETH
You? But you're so ...

JO
Sexy.

BETH
So cultured and elegant.

HESTER
The good wives of my village call me a brazen hussy.

JO
How^ you break out?

HESTER
I sweet-talked the Reverend into letting me out for a breath of fresh air. For old time's 
sake.

(pause)
I timed it so that his pants would be down around his ankles at the sound of the train 
whistle!

11-10
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JO
So now what are you gonna do?

HESTER
If you knew that you were carrying the seed of the devil, what would you do?

(Lights out.)
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(In near darkness)

TRAIN ANNOUNCER'S VOICE 
Boston! End of the line! Last stop, Boston!

JO
Wake up, Beth. Time to get off.

BETH 
(Sleepy mumbles.)

Where's my kitty? She was on my lap!

JO
Oh, that cat can go to the deuce!

BETH
How can you be so coarse! Kitty kitty!

(Begins to cry.)

HESTER
Don't worry. I've got the cat. She seems to prefer me.

JO
Beth, you're so feverish. Let me carry you.

(BETH moans.)
(As the three women disembark, they are met by SIMONE, 
a figure in a dark hooded cloak, carrying a torch of burning 
bras.)

HESTER 
(Alarmed, screams.)

Aaah!
They've come for me!

SIMONE
Yes, we've come for you.

Scene 2

HESTER



It's all over!

Yes, it's all behind you now.

HESTER
Where are you taking me?

SIMONE
Just past Old North Church and the Sleepy Hollow Graveyard.

HESTER
To a prison?

SIMONE
We call it Transition House.

HESTER
Is it high security?

SIMONE
Very secure. It's a safe house.

JO
Prison, house. Either one is a euphemism for domestic life.

BETH
I've never seen so many gravestones! Boston is so big it could swallow me up!

SIMONE
Turn left here.

HESTER
Are you a guard?

SIMONE
I'm part of the vanguard. An underground railroad for emancipating women. We meet 
escaping women at the station.

JO
What's with the torch?

11-13
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(Laughs.)
Oh, this is from today's rally in the square. It's a “bra-torch.’

JO
Look at that crowd of women -  by the big garbage can!

BETH
Jo, don't stare!

JO
Stripping off their corsets!

SIMONE
Brassieres.

JO
(Cat-whistles.)

BETH
Jo, don't whistle!

JO
Good-bye gloves. Or, should I say, glove. My last glove.

SIMONE

(JO drops BETH and run over to toss her glove into the 
can.)

HESTER
Curse the devil, I can't keep it in.

(She turns to vomit.)

SIMONE
A rough ride, huh?

HESTER
Yes, that and—

SIMONE 
(They walk a few steps.)
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The directions to Transition House are top-secret. So keep your lips zipped. Here we are. 
It's a third-floor walk-up. Look up. There's our window. As you can see we always keep 
the curtains drawn.

(As SIMONE approaches the residence, another cloaked 
figure takes the torch from her and heads back in the same 
direction.)

SIMONE
(Opening the door. “We are Family” plays quietly. The 
lights are dim. Candles. SIMONE takes off her cloak to 
reveal a 1970s pantsuit.)

JO
Far out!

SIMONE
I've got a quiet room with two clean beds for medical cases. The rest of us are in sleeping 
bags. Jo, there's a spare bag over there by the book case. Careful. Don't step on Diane!

(SIMONE opens the door for HESTER.)
There's a pitcher of water on the nightstand. And a bucket.

(Door closes.)

BETH
It's so messy!

SIMONE
Yes, philosophically we don't believe in housework. Demanding a tidy house is a way of 
subjugating women.

BETH
I'm liberated! Oh, how I hated dusting! Damn, damn dusting! And darning. Damn 
darning!

JO
This is my sister—

BETH
Lizzie!



Lizzie?!

SIMONE
We're all sisters here.

JO
Lizzie's got a fever.

SIMONE
My what rosy cheeks you have! Let me feel you. Oh! You are hot! I'll run you a cool 
bath. We've only got the one bathroom, but it has a claw-foot tub.

JO
An indoor water closet! With a flush toilet!

SIMONE
Uh, yeahhh...

BETH
What are these pretty little things?

SIMONE
It's soap.

BETH
Imagine! Soap in the shape of little cockle shells. Can I keep one for my pocket?

JO
She's a little delirious.

BETH
The train ride was topsy-turvy! Like this! Jo's hat tumbled off!

JO
We were running for Lizzie's life.

BETH
Shake-shake-shake-shake-shake-shake-shake!
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Lizzie's never left Concord before.

You'll be safe here.

JO
As long as you've got a cure for scarlatina.

SIMONE
Scarlet fever. Are you certain? How gothic. Is she allergic to penicillin?

BETH
Only castor oil.

SIMONE
No wonder you're so rosy.

JO
Hey, I'm allergic to liver! ??

(beat)

SIMONE
I'm sure you have your charms. But fashion isn't one of them.

JO
I'm devoted to Beth—I mean, Lizzie.

SIMONE
It's okay. You don't have to use your real names.

JO
Is she going to be okay?

SIMONE
I have a doctor making house calls tomorrow. But I'd say, a round of antibiotics, some 
chamomile tea, and she'll bounce back in no time. Bathwater's ready.

SIMONE

(Inspecting JO.)
Now, as for you ... what on earth are you wearing? We gotta get you some new threads, 
baby! Have you been inside a chimney?
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(BETH and JO start removing clothing.)

JO
I want some pants ... like yours!

SIMONE
I've got just the thing.

(Holds up a pantsuit.)

JO
How mod! Far out!

(JO strips down to bloomers and a corset and is about to 
dress over them.)

SIMONE
Don't stop there ... take off that girdle thingee. And those pantaloons. Don't be a puritan.

JO
What? Just let it all hang out?

SIMONE
Way out.

JO
Groovy!

SIMONE
Ready? The doctor says YOU need to learn how to get down.

(SIMONE leads JO onto the crowded living room floor and 
turns on music.)

Let's get the groove on!

(They do The Hustle around the clutter.)
Can you dig it?

Out-a-sight!
JO



SIMONE
Boogie night. 

Funk-a-delic!

Foxy Mama!

I've got disco fever!

JO

SIMONE

JO
(Deliriously happy)

(The Hustle leads to dirty dancing. Laughter.) 

(Lights out.)
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(Daytime, a week later. “I am Woman” is playing. BETH 
and HESTER are sitting in bean bag chairs. HESTER is 
wearing something super-sexy; BETH is a flower-child. 
DIANE, cultured, is standing by the window peering out. 
JO enters with her nose in a book and trips over a bean bag 
chair.)

JO
Aah!

(BETH goes over to her.)

BETH
Josie, come see the macrame plant holder I'm making!

JO
Way out, if that's your thing.

HESTER
How about the macrame halter top I'm making?

JO
Spandy-nice! It'll look better when it's filled out.

DIANE 
(Peeking through the curtains.)

I don't see him anymore.

HESTER
What was he wearing?

DIANE
It's hard to tell. He was in the shadows. A dark coat?

HESTER
I'm afraid to go back out there.

DIANE

Scene 3

Me, too.
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(Going to a tray with toothpick appetizers.)

DIANE
Josie, would you like a tofu kabob?

JO
It's Jo, and ... no. Uh, thanks.

BETH
I don't need meat and I don't need a man! I'm gonna get a plant! A hanging spider plant. 
I'm going to name it Meg.

JO
Give me a break!

BETH
I'm going to make a macrame friendship bracelet for you, Jo.

JO
It's the thought that counts!

BETH 
(Petting the cat.)

And one for Hester, and one for Diane, and one for Kitty.

DIANE
You're so sweet, Lizzie. But I've been meaning to talk to you about my cat dander 
allergy.

JO
I'm happy to see you so full of zest, Lizzie.

BETH
I'm so happy I don't have to dust anymore.

JO
(Points to her book.)

Check this out. From The Second Sex: “Few tasks are more like the torture of Sisyphus 
than housework, with its endless repetition: the clean becomes soiled, the soiled is made 
clean, over and over, day after day.”



DIANE
Jo, why don't you put down your book and join our macrame group? It would be good for 
your biorhythm.

JO
There's nothing wrong with my rhythm.

(JO does a bit of disco.)
Anyway, I just gave up knitting. I'm not gonna take up macrame.

DIANE
Why are you being such a downer?

JO
I'm not a downer. I'm flying high! It's woman's work that brings me down. It suffocates 
me!

BETH
You need a paradigm shift. There's no such thing as women's work anymore.

JO
Oh, you know what stuff I mean. Boring stuff, stuff that ties up your hands.

HESTER
If I recall, you like having your hands tied up.

JO
Hey! Watch it, you!

(Points finger “gun” at HESTER.)
Bang bang.

DTANE
What the hell was that?

JO
Just sayin, I like my hands free.

DIANE
I think you should journal about your misogyny. And pugilistic tendencies.

11-22
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That would use both hands.

DIANE
You don't have to be so hostile.

JO
Look, what I really wanna do while I'm here is plow through that stack of books Simone 
picked out for me. I've got a lot to catching up to do. First, The Second Sex, then The 
Feminine Mystique, Sexual Politics, Backlash, and Fear of Flying. Where is Simone, by 
the way?

DIANE
I'm sensing uncool vibrations in your heart chakra.

JO
I want to talk to her about this quote: “One is not bom a genius, one becomes a genius; 
and the feminine situation has up to the present rendered this becoming practically 
impossible.”

BETH
Ummm...

JO
What?

BETH
Simone left for New York this morning. While you were ...

JO
Oh. She left?

DIANE
She had some speaking engagements. She'll be touring for a couple weeks. Are you sure 
she didn't tell you?

(HESTER stabs a pin in her poppet. DIANE holds her chest 
in pain.)

Ow! Ow! My fourth chakra!

JO

(Lights out.)
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(A week later. JO is writing intently at a desk. BETH 
approaches her.)

BETH

Jo.

JO
Aah!

(Jumps.)
Look out! Ink spill! I'm such a spaz. Help me wipe this up.

BETH
Oh, Simone doesn't care about a few little ink stains.

JO
I wish I'd packed my writing smock when we ran away.

BETH
What are you writing? Are you working on a new melodrama?

JO
That's right! The Witch's Curse. Hester is inspiring me. She's such a groovy muse, I can't 
stop writing. It's like I'm possessed. I'm reaching the climax.

BETH
Will we do a theatrical here? Like back at home?

JO
You bet! We'll do a reading here, and then I want to bring it to New York!

BETH
New York City! Jo! You'll be famous!

JO
If I get a big enough advance, we can move out of this dump! I'll get a nice little place for 
you, and me, and Hester.

BETH

Scene 4



But—but, don't you like it here?

Of course, but you're all better now, and Hester's problems are out of the way, so it's time 
to move on.

BKTH
But I'm still learning about myself... as a woman.

JO
Oh, you're fine as a woman. Now let me get back to the action.

(JO starts writing.)

BETH
But Jo, remember? You promised you'd come to the women's consciousness raising circle 
tonight?

JO
Oh, is it Wednesday already?

BETH
Wednesday at 6:00. The dinner hour. We made a bunch of vegetarian snacks so that we 
don't have to cook.

JO
Aw, Beth, I'm on a roll. How about if I come next week?

BETH
Josie, you promised. And “Beth” is a diminutive.

JO
Aah, don't cry. Okay.

(BETH takes JO's hand to a circle of bean bag chairs. “I am 
Woman” begins to play.)

DIANE
They've invented ball-point pens, by the way.
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Hardy-har-har. But they don't flow as well.

DIANE
I'm passing around a bowl of popcorn. With brewer's yeast.

JO
What happened to butter?

DIANE
Animal fats are bad, bad, bad. Dairy cows are enslaved and mistreated. Brewer's yeast is 
rich in B vitamins.

JO.
I'll give anything a try, I'm starving here.

(The bowl is passed.)

DIANE
Sisters, let's join hands in solidarity to begin the Wednesday Night Women's 
Consciousness Raising Circle. Next week the Boston Women's Health Collective is going 
to come and do a workshop. Bring a mirror. We're each going to look at our vulva.

JO
Let's look under the hood of a Volvo. Sounds like a topic for mechanics!

(beat)
You know, the car? But a pink one, for girls? Like Mary Kay?

DIANE
That's not funny. Are you uncomfortable with the word vulva?

BETH
I'm not! I'm down! I've never seen one before!

DTANE
This week our topic of discussion will be the new article in Ms. magazine on oppression. 
Oppressive shoes, oppressive girdles, oppressive brassieres, and how they tie into 
oppressive societal and familial social constructs.

Constrictive constructs!
JO
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(JO takes her first big handful of popcorn and makes a 
face.)

BETH
When you're constricted, you can't breathe!

DIANE
Good idea, Lizzie, let's start off the circle with a deep cleansing yoga breath.

JO
(Mouth full)

Wait -  sorry! - 1 just took a bite of popcorn.

(DIANE glares at her.)

JO
Sorry!

DIANE
Okay, breathe in. Breathe out. Breathe in liberation, breathe out—

JO
(Coughing.)

Popcorn kernel.

DIANE
Next let's go around the circles and share our her-stories. Does everybody have a box of 
Kleenex?

(pause)
Hester, are you ready to speak yet? Hester?

HESTER
Look, I appreciate your interest, but I really don't feel the need to discuss it.

DIANE
Have you journaled about it? Journaling can be healing. If you're too uncomfortable, 
someone else could read your journal entry to the group.

HESTER
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Thanks, but I don't want to talk about it. I'm fine.

DIANE
So you say, but I'm sensing some pain.

HESTER
Okay, if it will relieve your pain, I'll say it once. Here's my “her” story: The pastor of my 
church raped me in the choir robe closet. I got pregnant. The church ladies blamed me 
and called me a hussy. I came here to get a legal abortion, for which I am thankful. The 
end.

DIANE
Here's a Kleenex.

HESTER
I don't need to cry. I feel wonderfully relieved and I want to get on with my life. I'm 
thinking about starting a lingerie line: Hester's Secret.

(Holds up a lacy teddy.)

JO
That's hot.

DIANE
Yes, but, but back up, I think we should process it some more. Or do a group primal 
scream.

JO
How about we shake it out.

(Music: Aretha Franklin's Respect)
(Everyone does a free, shakey dance.)

DIANE
Okay, now I'm feeling it. I'm feeling strong. I am invincible! I am woman! I'll go!

(Everyone sits down. Deep breath.)
Here's my “her” story: I was hosting a little dinner party at our place on Beacon Hill. 
With one of my husband's partners from the firm, and his wife. The table looked so 
pretty, and so did I! I poured the wine. We were chatting about Mary Daly's policy not to 
let male students into her women's studies classes at Boston College. My husband was
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taking some sips out of my wine glass. I thought it was romantic that he was sharing my 
glass. I took a sip. Abruptly he said, “Do you MIND!” in a really hostile way. As if I 
were stealing his drink! Everyone was uncomfortably silent. I had to hold back tears.

(pause)
They continued talking. I made a comment about Phyllis Shlafley.

BETH 
(Snapping fingers.)

You have a right to speak your truth!

DIANE
My husband tells me that I have a smart mouth, that I provoke him.

JO
(Snapping fingers.)

You can speak your mind!

DIANE
Before I knew what was happening, he back-handed me across the mouth and my chair 
fell backwards. My head hit the china cabinet. I felt so humiliated. I righted my chair and 
sat back up but our guests felt awkward and avoided eye contact and made excuses to 
leave. At the door, my husband said in a mock-hush, “Sorry you had to see her like that.”

(pause)
Then he went into the other room and turned on the TV. I went in after him and told him 
that I was dizzy, that I was seeing stars. He told me to stop following him around. I went 
up to the bedroom—I had to hold on to the bannister—and found his wallet, grabbed my 
pocketbook, and called a cab to the emergency room. I had a concussion. A nurse gave 
me this address. It's Simone's apartment. I'm so afraid my husband will find me. I left 
everything behind! I don't have anything!

BETH
You're safe now! You have sisters!

DIANE
Nobody asked me if I was okay! I felt so alone, so unloveable.

BETH
You deserve love!



HESTER
Men are brutes! They're all rapists!

JO
Wait -  really? Is that the -  ? All?

BETH
Men are animals!

HESTER
Beasts!

JO
Even Papa? And Teddy?

BETH
They're part of the patriarchy!

JO
But sometimes—

DIANE
Hey, are you part of the Feminist Alliance or aren't you? Why are you here?

JO
I'm here to save Beth. I mean Lizzie. And to escape an arranged marriage.

(“I am Woman” turned on.)

DIANE
Patriarchy out of my pussy!

JO
Down with the king!

DIANE
I am woman!

BETH
I am woman hear me roar!
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HESTER
I woman!

DIANE
Jo?

(pause)
I am -

JO
I'm afraid -

DIANE
Don't be afraid!

JO
I'm afraid I'm -

DIANE
You can come out and say it! I am a lez-... Jo? A lez-bie ...

(Music stops.)

JO
Look, I'm sorry to disappoint you all, but I'm just not feeling it. The “I am woman” thing.

DIANE. HESTER, and BETH
What???

JO
I really tried. But when I'm in a room full of woman talking about their feelings ... here's 
what I'm feeling ... I'm feeling like I'd rather be out playing Snooker and smoking a cigar.

HESTER
So ... you feel like a man?

JO
A man ... trapped in a woman's body.

DIANE
You're an imposter! An intruder! You've been spying on me!
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Huh! Don't flatter yourself. You're not my type!

DIANE
You heartless jerk! You rapist!

JQ
But I don't even have a dick! Have you ever been raped by somebody without a dick?

DIANE
I think you should leave. Get out! There's nothing more to talk about!

JO
I don't want to talk. All this goddam talk and no action!

DIANE
Jo ... if you feel like a man ... are you even a little bit attracted to me?

JO
Hell, yeah. I'm attracted to all of you!

(“Jungle Boogie” plays. JO grabs DIANE, who grabs 
LIZZIE, and HESTER joins in. They sexy-dance and it 
turns into an orgy. Female sounds above the music.)

DIANE
Oh, Jo!

JO
Oh, Hester!

BETH
Oh, Diane!

DIANE
Oh, Lizzie!

HESTER
Oh, Jo!

JO

JO
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Oh, Beth! 

Oh, Jo!
BETH 

(Lights out.)
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(A few days later.)
(JO walks into the living room in a jacket, with a travel 
case. The macrame plant hangers have proliferated. JO 
looks around for her writing satchel and picks it up. 
HESTER is making alterations, using BETH as a model. 
DIANE is in a sleeping bag.)

JO
Hey, Diane! You know this town.

(Gives her sleeping bag a foot-nudge.)
Nudge nudge. Wake up! You know a place I could sell my hair in a jiffy? I need train 
fare.

BETH
Jo! Don't sell your hair! It's your one true beauty.

JO
Got to. I need to buy a train ticket to New York.

DIANE 
(Waking up.)

Sell your hair? Isn't that greedy! Don't you think you should donate it?

JO
Really? What?

DIANE
Locks of Love? Kids with cancer?

JO
Kids? Kids get cancer?

DIANE
Besides, you hair's not that special. Most of the supply comes from India.

JO
Huh. Well, I've got an appointment in New York.

DIANE

Scene 5
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Are you going to look for Simone?

No! I'm going to sell my manuscript. It's ...

(Jo digs in her satchel.)
Beth! Have you seen my manuscript? God dammit!

BETH
It was in your satchel. You packed it last night. Oh, I'm so excited for you! Ms. Josephine 
Shakespeare!

(Runs over to kiss JO.)

HESTER
Hey! Hold still.

JO
It's not in my fucking satchel. Where the fuck is it? Has anyone else seen it?

(Gives DIANE a gentle kick.)
My manuscript!

DIANE
Are you talking about that violent claptrap I had the unpleasant occasion of coming 
across?

JO
What do you know about it? Have you read The Witch's Curse?

DIANE
(Sitting up in her sleeping bag.)

I just wonder if you've been listening to me at all, all this time we've been housing you. 
War is not the answer. Peace is the path.

JO
Tell me that my manuscript is all in one piece. It's my only copy.

DIANE
Jo, I'm doing this for your own good.

JO
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Give it to me! Now!

DIANE
I'm actually doing you a favor, saving you a trip to New York. Violence is passe. Any 
publisher will tell you that peace is in. Nobody would want to produce it. Talk-therapy is 
trending. Why don't you write about the dawning of the Age of Aquarius?

(DIANE looks furtively out the window.)

HESTER
Look. Those bra-testers are back o u t... by the burning garbage can ... across the street.

(DIANE continues to stare impassively out the window.)

JO
You didn't!

(Howls.)
Are you fucking crazy! You're a monster! Why not just burn me at the stake!

DIANE
Stop attacking me! Take your violent man-hands off me!

JO
Oh, I've got some peace for you!

(She reaches into her bag and pulls out her gun, points it at 
DIANE.)

A piece of heat!

DIANE
Get out, you brute! I'm calling the pigs!

(DIANE slides down in her sleeping bag, rolls, and aims an 
aerosol spray can at JO.)

JO
Raid? Insect repellant? Is that what you sleep with now? Is that the best you can do you? 
Really? Bug spray?

(BETH runs interference and blocks JO. DIANE gets out of

JO
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her sleeping bag and runs for the phone.)

DIANE
I'm calling the cops!

BETH
Go, Jo, go!

(HESTER pokes a pin in her poppet's hand. DIANE'S 
hands shake with the phone and she can't make the call.) 
(JO runs outside. REPO MAN is waiting for her, calm like 
the Mafia.)

REPO M AN
Jo! Just the person I've been wanting to see. We've been waiting on a delivery.

JO
Fuck! The Repo Man.

REPO MAN
I believe you have a relic that belongs to me now. Hand over the gun.

JO
No.

(LOUISA sidles up.)

LOUISA
Where's Beth?

REPO MAN
Yeah, where's your pretty little sister?

JO
She's not here.

LOUISA
We're half-way into your sequel and still no wedding. We had a deal. I'm losing my 
audience.

REPO MAN



Tick tick tick.

LOUISA
Beth is scheduled to die in three more chapters.

JO
Gimme two chapters! I'll manage a wedding somehow.

REPO MAN
Hand over the gun for collateral, and we'll leave your sister alone. For now.

JO
Take it.

(She drops it on the ground and kicks it to him.)
Now beat it, you two-bit thug.

(LOUISA and REPO MAN disappear like ether. JO sits for 
a while on the steps. She pulls the dagger out of her bag 
and stares at it.)

To be or not to be.

(She positions the dagger and experiments with poses.) 
What a cliche. How pathetic. I can't go that way. Now rocks in your pockets, that's out-a- 
sight.

(Finally, BETH and HESTER come down lugging bags.) 

BETH
We couldn't find the cat. She was hiding under a cushion. I found your book.

JO
(Shrugs it away.)

Hmph! I already finished The Feminine Mystique, like two days ago! I'm in the thick of 
Sexual Politics. Why don't you read it?

BETH
Nah. Too long. I lifted a Ms. magazine.

HESTER
I guess things got a little carried away in there. Processing is so emotional.
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BETH
Diane says I'm very empathetic.

JO
Then maybe you can sense that we're not out of the woods yet. Oh, if only Teddy were 
here, I would marry him in a heartbeat to save your life. We always had fun.

BETH 
(Petting her cat.)

It's okay, kitty. Good kitty.

JO
We gotta pony up.

HESTER
Let's hop on a train heading west and put some distance between us.

JO
We'll take it as far as it goes.

BETH
Diane gave me an aura reading and said that I was a true flower child. Indigo! She said 
all the flower children are flocking to San Francisco. Look! She gave me this bouquet of 
daisies as a parting gift.

(BETH puts a daisy in her hair.)

JO
You two don't know how to hobo. We'll need to get tickets.

BETH
How many coins do you have left from the Mason jar, Jo?

(JO empties a little cloth purse and a couple coins tinkle to 
the ground.)
(ALL look at the coins, dejected.)
(Music: “If you're going to San Francisco”)

(End of Act Two)
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ACT THREE: THE THIRD WAVE 
Scene 1

(JO, BETH, and HESTER are in a private train 
compartment, feet in each other's laps, eating piles of junk 
food and laughing.)

HESTER 
(Leaning over to JO.)

Oh my god, cheeseburger! Meat! Meat! Gimme! Gimme!

BETH
Three Musketeers, I love you!

JO
Ice-cold brewski!

BETH
What else can we buy?

HESTER
You shoulda seen your faces at the train station when I pulled out Diane's Master Charge.

JO
Do it again!

(HESTER pulls it out of her cleavage with her teeth.)
That's so hot!

BETH 
(Reading from the card.)

Thank you, Mister—Arthur—Bellingham.

HESTER
Esquire!

JO
Mr. Arthur Bellingham, Asshole.

HESTER
I've got a sugar daddy in the palm of my hand!



A plastic sugar daddy!

BETH
With sprinkles on top!

HESTER
Do you think Diane will cancel it?

JO
Hard to say. She just might want to stick it to the man!

HESTER
It might throw him off the track.

BETH
I want more candy!

JO
You can have all the candy in the candy shop!

BETH
Wouldn't Amy be envious?

JO
Get it while the getting's good. Oh, and see if they sell cigars.

(BETH exits.)

HESTER
Oh, Joooo ... Look what else I found in Diane's sleeping bag.

(She holds up a dildo.)

JO
What in tarnation IS that?

(HESTER turns it on to vibrate.) 
Bring it over here, you thieving vixen.

JO

HESTER
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I've been a very bad girl.

JO
Yes you have, and I'm going to have to punish you. Hand it over.

HESTER
Yes, Daddy.

JO
Come sit on my lap. Say hello to Big Jo.

(Lights out.)
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(The next morning. BETH and HESTER in same 
compartment, sleepy.)

TRAIN ANNOUNCER'S VOICE
(Ding!)

Rolling in to Chicago! Next stop, Chicago, the Windy City!

(JO walks up with loaded tray. Pitches with train 
movement.)

JO
The Second City. And I never even made it to New York.

(Approaches.)
Hey, kids! Wakey, wakey, eggs and bakey.

HESTER
Coffee.

BETH
I want another Three Musketeers bar.

JO
Anything you want, dear.

(Tosses it.)
(Sits down.)

Sorry to break up your lively mood here, but I have a (cough) grave matter to discuss.

BETH
Did somebody die?

JO
No ... not yet, but somebody has to get married. It seems I've made a Faustian fumble and 
gotten you into trouble.

Scene 2

HESTER 
(Playing footsie.)

A what? How could you get a girl in trouble?



I made a deal with the devil.

HESTER
What are you talking about? You're a Transcendentalist! You don't believe in the devil.

BETH
Jo ... what book are you reading now?

(To HESTER.)
Jo always gets caught up in the plot.

HESTER
You've got such a serious expression! Mr. March!

(Starts laughing, tickling JO.)

BETH
Like a thunderclap!

HESTER
C'mon, don't be a downer. We're heading off into the sunset!

BETH
It's all good, man!

JO
No way, we're in a pickle.

(A knock on their compartment door.)

TEDDY
(Dressed as a conductor. Knocks on the door.)

Ticket check!

(Open the door. Squeals, etc.)

BETH
Teddy!

(They hug.)

III-5

JO
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TEDDY
Beth, you cherub! Look at you! So plump and rosy!

BETH
You shouldn't comment on my body. It was the tofu and brewer's yeast!

JO
And penicillin.

(BETH gives him a flower. He puts it in his button hole. He 
takes off his conductor cap and bows, eyeing HESTER.)

Who's your friend?

JO
Never you mind. Why aren't you with Amy?

TEDDY
Oh, that was never going to happen. “Oh, Theodore! Come thither! Fetch my parathol.”

(Shudders.)
Give a poor fella some grog?

(JO hands him a beer. He glugs.)
It's been the dickens chasing after you. They wouldn't let me into your all-ladies' 
boarding house—

BETH
Women's.

TEDDY
The dame at the door

BETH

Woman.

TEDDY
called me a stalker and called the cops. She sprayed hair spray in my eyes.

(pause)
When I went to check into a hotel, they laughed at my bag of greenbacks and called it
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Monopoly money. I had to sell my coat for victuals. I've been living on the street. It took 
you long enough to make your break. It's not easy hopping a train. I busted my knee.

BETH
Poor Teddy! Have a breakfast croissant.

(He starts eating.)

TEDDY
Mmmm. Bacon!

(pause)
Sometimes, at night, I'd stand outside your window, watching your dancing silhouette 
through the curtains.

HESTER
So you were the stalker!

TEDDY
I think I learned some moves.

(He dances to Village People: It's Fun to Play at the 
YMCA!)

JO
I still don't understand. Why would you leave everything behind ... your riches, your 
education, a pretty bride ...

TEDDY
Oh, I don't care a deuce about all that! Jo, you're the one who made life fun!

(He pulls out her very dirty glove and gets down on one 
knee.)

Mademoiselle, I believe this is yours.

JO
Pish-posh! Have you been carrying that ol' rag around? I don't want it!

TEDDY
Jo!
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I ain't ever gonna wear a glove again!

TEDDY
So, fuck the glove!

(He tosses it over his shoulder.)
Let's try again.

(He gets on one knee.)
Ow! My knee!

(pause)
Jo, ever since I first saw you ...

10
Oh, please don't! That kind of talk makes my stomach turn!

TEDDY
Well, what kind of talk do you want!

JO
Just get the whole business over with!

TEDDY
Business? Over with?

JO
Just... can you do it without all the “lovering”?

TEDDY
Don't you care about me at all?

JO
Shut up! Of course I do! You're my chuckaboo. Just not “that way.”

BETH
Jo, this is your chance!

JO
It's all fine and dandy now, when we're tramping about on trains, but someday ... won't

JO



you want... ?

TEDDY
I suppose that's natural in a fella when he gets old ... like 30.

JO
Well, I won't, ever! Nursing and nappies ... urgh! Milk squirting out of me? That's . 
ju s t... weird!

TEDDY
Don't think about that, Jo! Think about all the fun we'll have.

BETH
Remember, it's the Seventies now! You can take the Pill! You can choose.

JO
True. We could go on a fishing trip in the mountains.

TEDDY
That's the spirit! Fishing, and poker games, and more! Kiss me, my dear!

(He embraces her, and she wriggles out.)

JO
Oh, why did you have to do that?

TEDDY
C'mon, Jo, you know you love me.

JO
(Jocular, light punch on shoulder.)

Sure, I love ya, man!

TEDDY
My own one!

JO
My, oh, uh ... eh ... oh, god. Those whiskers. They're so pokey!

TEDDY
Well it's hard to shave when you're living on the street! C'mon, give a fella a kiss!
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I just can't! When I get too close I feel like I'm gonna barf.

TEDDY
You can go to the deuce!

JO
Yo mamma!

TEDDY
I don't even have a mother, you heartless tease!

JO
Yo grampa!

JO

(TEDDY puts on his cap, and storms out the door. It's the 
bathroom. He re-enters, grabs a sandwich, and storms out 
the other door.)

(Lights out.)



(Same train compartment. JO is face down.)

JO
I cannot believe how badly I blew it. What a blunderbuss I am. Words fly out of my 
mouth before I can—

HESTER
You so blunder-fucked Beth.

BETH
Elizabeth. Don't diminish me.

HESTER
I've heard that asparagus is an aphrodisiac. We could see if they sell it in the dining car.

JO
No, it'll just make my pee smell. How's that gonna help?

HESTER
How about oysters? Wait, wrong sex. A banana!

JO
How can you talk about eating? For all intents and purposes, I just killed Beth.

BETH
Elizabeth.

JO
(Takes out her dagger.)

Is this a dagger which I see before me, the handle toward my hand?

BETH
Put it back in your bag, Jo.

JO
Come, you spirits / That tend on mortal thoughts, unsex me here.

(Positions dagger.)
Things without all remedy should be without regard: what's done, is done.

Ill-11

Scene 3
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BETH
Will you stop being so melodramatic. I'm going to look for Teddy. He's gotta be on the 
train somewhere.

(She exits.)

TRAIN ANNOUNCER'S VOICE
(Ding!)

Next stop, Reno! Biggest Little City in the World, Reno, Nevada. Get off and get hitched, 
Reno!

JO
I go, and it is done; the bell invites me. Hear it not, Hester; for it is a knell / That 
summons thee to heaven or hell.

HESTER
I summon thee to my side ... so drop that dagger, you fool.

(JO sits by her.)

JO
Oh, your cheeks are so soft! Let lips do what hands do!

(HESTER pulls the dagger away from JO. They kiss.)
But it's impossible!

HESTER 
(Raising the dagger. Mocking JO.)

Give me liberty, or give me Beth!

JO
Damn book clubs! Sentimental biddies! Who cares about weddings! Why a long white 
dress? Can you think of anything more impossible to keep clean?

HESTER
They're just asking for trouble.

JO
I'd be the first bride with grass stains.

TRAIN ANNOUNCER'S VOICE
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Approaching Reno. Reno passengers!

I totally understand Anna Karenina's dilemma. N ow ... getting run over by a train in Reno 
... how romantic is that?

HESTER
A grand gesture, but it still won't save Beth. Is that the ending you want?

JO
I wish I could write myself out of this one. Damn! What a time to have writer's block.

HESTER
Maybe I could help you out a little on this.

JO
What? You're a lover, not a writer.

(JO picks up one of BETH'S daisies. Turns her back. Pulls 
off the petals one by one. HESTER holds the dagger like a 
wand.)

JO
Jump. Don't jump. Jump. Don't jump. Jump.

HESTER
Liberty -  Adultery -  Equality

(The lights go out; the train jolts to a stop. A pause.)
(Lights back on. BETH bursts in the door.)

BETH
Jo! You've got to see this!

(Two passengers enter the next train car: AIMEE, a young 
woman with pink hair, scantily clad, sits down, texting on 
her phone, blowing a big bubble; T-DOE in baggy jeans 
falling down his butt, head phones, holding a snack tray 
and a newspaper, mouthing rap lyrics quietly and moving 
to the beat, approaches AIMEE'S seat. He sits down and 
opens up the newspaper.)

JO



HESTER
Did you find Teddy?

JO
Is he sorry?

BETH
No! Better!

HESTER
Repentant?

JO
On both knees?

BETH
No, not Teddy. A guy with a newspaper! And pants that are falling down.

JO
And you think this guy with falling-down pants and a newspaper will propose to me?

BETH
Come on and see!

JO
Well, ain't this plummy.

(BETH, HESTER, and JO exit their compartment.)

JO
I really don't want to see this guy's drawers.

BETH
You'll wanna see what's on the front page of his newspaper! Two white dresses! And lots 
of confetti! Outside of... I think St. Peter's Basilica?

JO
What? Two girls in summer dresses at the Vatican? Hoping to be kissed by the pope? I 
don't believe in that nonsense.

(JO strides up to the guy, pulls the newspaper out of his

Ill-14



hands, and hands it to HESTER. He stands up in surprise.) 

JO
Do you have something to say to me? Pull up your pants. Cuz I don't have a lot of time 
here.

AIMER
Awkward...

T-DOE
Chillax, dude.

(AIMEE holds up her phone and takes a selfie with JO.) 

T-DOE
Wait, I wanna photobomb your selfie.

(AIMEE takes another.)

AIMEE
WTF?

T-DOE
Bae, I've never seen this crazy bee-och before in my life, I fucking swear.

AIMEE
Cool story, bro.

T-DOE
Bae ... !

AIMEE
Whatever.

HESTER
Jo, stop looking at her tattoo. Look at the headlines. It's two brides.

AIMEE
Duh, marriage equality. ICYMI. Yawn.

T-DOE

Ill-15
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Where1 ve you been, dude? Like Texas or something?

HESTER
This photo was obviously not taken at the Vatican.

BETH
Oh, my bad.

HESTER
But the dome is similar.

T-DOE
Dudettes, it's City Hall. San Francisco. Obviously.

JO
We're gonna get hitched in Frisco!

HESTER
You and who else? Enquiring minds want to know.

AJMEE 
(Still holding up phone.)

OMG, um, like, people in SF don't really like it when you say Frisco?

JO
Next stop, San Francisco City Hall!

California here I come!

On fleek!

YOLO!

Surfbort!

BETH

(She hands daisies to AIMEE and T-DOE.) 

T-DOE

BETH

HESTER
(Doing a surf-shimmy bump with JO.)
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Surfbort!

What does that even mean? 

Who knows!

JO

BETH

EVERYBODY

(Lights out)
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(The stage is set up to look like a Facebook page. There are 
two banner ads surrounding a rectangular You Tube space. 
One features TEDDY: Best Buds, a marijuana dispensary 
in the Castro, with images of a rainbow flag and a 
marijuana leaf. The other features AIMEE in very sexy 
lingerie: Hester's Secret, with a red “H” logo. The blank 
rectangular “video” space has a large sideways “play” 
arrow. BETH, in an unflattering, not-quite-finished 
bridesmaid's dress, walks up to the front of the stage, 
addressing the audience while typing into a mobile device.)

BETH 
(Holding her cat.)

Hi Facebook friends! Smiley face. Here I am at my sister's wedding ... San Francisco City 
Hall. Woot woot! Look at my kitty, isn't she cute? Anyway, can you believe it, I live in 
SF now! I've come a long way, baby! Do you like my bridesmaid's dress? Like! My 
sister-in-law Hester made it. Do you think it's too tight? Awkward. Do you think I'll ever 
wear it again? LOL! (pause) So ... don't feel slighted if you didn't get invited ... it was 
basically a shotgun wedding. Long story, blah blah blah. Hester made my dress in, like, 
one day! She's awesome! Tag: Hester Prynne, Jo March, Theodore Laurence, Hester's 
Secret—like! Best Buds—like! It was hella foggy out, but whatever. Do you wanna 
watch the video? Okay! Oh, wait, um, trigger warning? There's like a loud bang at the 
end (pause) actually, though, I goofed up on the audio, I asked this random dude to 
record it for me and he messed up, so there's no sound, sorry, TMI! But there is a gun. 
Okay! Hit play!

(BETH pushes the giant play button, which turns over into 
a pause button. TEDDY and AIMEE remain in their banner 
ads. As in a silent movie, JO and HESTER appear in the 
video screen space. JO is wearing a tux. HESTER is 
wearing a white mini dress, with red high-heeled shoes, a 
red hat, and red roses. They go through the typical 
ceremonial motions: kiss, hands held up in the air, etc. 
BETH runs into the frame throwing rice. JO holds up her 
father's Civil War gun and fires it into the air. The audience 
is encouraged to cheer. These same motions are looped 
over and over. After a couple of loops BETH exits the 
video frame, but JO and HESTER keep looping.)

Scene 4

BETH
(Addressing the audience again.)
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Sorry it took me so long to upload the wedding video! It's been crazy-busy, LOL!
Moving is, like, so stressful. But I'm sure that's relatable to you. So! Let me catch you up 
on what's new! Oh, do you wanna watch the funniest wedding blooper out-takes? Okay, 
wait. Here we go. Hit play.

(JO and HESTER freeze in frame. BETH pushes play 
button. Video antics may now include spilled toasts, 
tripping, making out, throwing bouquets, etc.)

So, when we got off the train in San Francisco we met up with Teddy and the four of us 
decided to set up a tribal household. We joined an artist's co-op in the Mission, we share 
it with an artist named Aimee, pronounced the French way, Aimee, who does “plastic 
anal art.”

AIMEE
Aim-EE!

BETH
Aim-EE is an anti-plastic activist and makes these really detailed like sculpture thingees 
out of re-used -

AIMEE
Re-purposed!

BETH
I mean re-purposed plastic, like plastic grocery bags and bendy straws and coffee lids and 
those little plastic square things on bread bags.

(AIMEE leaves her banner ad and walks up to the audience 
with some of her wares.)

AIMEE
This is a rain hat. This is a picnic basket. This is a prom dress. This is an egret. We're 
holding a silent auction for the hanging sculpture hovering overhead in the lobby 
representing the looming disaster of the giant plastic island in the South Pacific. It's 
called “Winged Plastic.” Everything's for sale on Etsy. Like! The rain hats are 50% off.

(AIMEE goes back to her banner.)

BETH
It's all good, except our landlord is threatening to kick us out and move in his imaginary 
invalid aunt. One day I had the window open and I heard him on the phone talking about 
condo conversion.
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AIMEE
No artists! No culture!

TEDDY
Don't evict! You're a dick!

BETH
Yeah, Teddy's pretty vocal in the struggle. He's even learning espanol.

TEDDY
Si, se puede!

BETH
I don't think Teddy knows what he wants to be y e t... right now he's working at a 
cannabis dispensary in the Castro called Best Buds.

TEDDY
Why do I have to “be” anything, Beth?

BETH
Elizabeth.

TEDDY
I'm already me. Chillax!

BETH
Easy to say when you have a smaller hippocampus!

TEDDY
What'd I do?

(At this point in the video, JO and HESTER are getting 
more tipsy and outrageous. Jo is playing with the gun 
sexually.)

BETH
(BETH glances at video, embarrassed.)

So ... uh, Hester's unique fashion designs are taking the country by storm.

(Indicating her bridesmaid's dress.)
Well, not this one. She started out as a Project Runway contestant. I helped her with the
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sewing. She has her own company now, Hester's Secret. She specializes in English lace.

HESTER
We just got an order from Oprah!

BETH
Woo hoo!

(pause)
Now my sister Jo ... she always wanted to do something splendid with her life. She's so 
brilliant. She just started at UC Berkeley, triple-majoring in gender studies, biology, and 
linguistics.

JO
(On video; a little drunk)

On my first day in class, we had to go around and define our sexual orientation: gay, 
straight, lesbian, queer, bisexual, bi-curious, drunk-bisexual, closeted-sexual, open- 
sexual, flexible-sexual, pansexual, asexual, kinky, nympho, S&M, polyamorous ...

HESTER
Back in my day, I wasn't called polyamorous, I was called a slut!

JO
I said, I don't know about all that... I just like girls!

BETH
Women.

JO
Then we had to check a box for gender identity. Male, female, other. Cisgender, non- 
cisgender. Gender conforming, non-gender conforming. Transgender, transitioning 
gender.

HESTER
Someone's on a gender-bender!

JO
I had to raise my hand. Gender my body, or gender my brain?

HESTER
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I'll gender your body.

TEDDY
I'll twist your brain.

BETH 
(Addressing audience.)

Jo's first paper launched a popular blog called “Gender Blank.”

JO
Now that we can marry whomsoever we fucking please, and we have equal voting rights, 
why pray tell does anybody even need to know your gender?

(Pause)
Other than your medical doctor, who does blood tests and ultrasounds anyway.

(Pause)
I'm leaving that box blank! Race, too! Who even knows what their race is, anyway? 
We're all mixed race! Fuck the boxes!

BETH
Her “Gender Blank” blog led to op-ed pieces in the New York Times called “Unsex Me” 
and “The Gender Agenda.”

HESTER
And an appearance on Oprah!

JO
Like neurodiversity, let's embrace the gender spectrum!

HESTER
I'll embrace it!

AIMEE
Can I put this banner down now? It's getting boring!

(TEDDY mimes taking a toke.)

AIMEE
Teddy, what time is it?
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TEDDY

(AIMEE and TEDDY exit.)

HESTER 
(Throwing her shoes. Singing.)

It is the dawning of the Age of Aqueerius! Age of A-QUEER-ee-us!

JO
(Raving)

The linguistic binary is limiting our perception. With the adoption of a non gender 
specific singular pronoun -  Ze, Zem, Zair -  we eradicate the necessity to think in a binary 
classification paradigm.

BETH
I'm so proud of Jo! She's already gotten an advance on a book entitled “Gender 
Blunder” ... arguing against surgical reassignment.

JO
Why should I mutilate my body to conform to your closed mind?

HESTER
Jo, maybe we should go home now. This isn't very romantic. It's not a turn-on.

JO
(Stripping out of her coat and shirt. Still addressing the 
audience.)

Check out these pecs. Not bad, huh? Huh? Look, I'm pretty strong. See! I could take T- 
mones, but what if I turned into an asshole?

HESTER
Yeah, you're already kind of obnoxious.

(HESTER pulls JO offstage. BETH is left alone onstage.) 

BETH
So, you might be left wondering about me. The house mouse. The only thing I ever really 
liked to do was play the piano. I never had real piano lessons, we were too poor.

(BETH pauses to pull out and open an envelope.)
But I just got this in the mail. The San Francisco Conservatory of Music!

It's 420.
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(BETH throws confetti in the air for herself and runs 
offstage.)

(Lights out.)

(Piano music plays.)
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(At night, in a dark candlelit bedroom, JO and HESTER lie 
bottoms-up sleeping together in bed. A moment of stillness. 
In walks a terrifying PURITAN. Think Saint-Gaudens' 
statue, The Puritan. Large dark cape, tall hat, boot buckles, 
a long buttoned-up coat/vest, knickers, a large Bible in his 
left hand, and a whip in his right. A terrible, stern face (a 
mask might be necessary) with big muttonchops. In float 
two ghosts -  the charred remains of two young witches 
burned at the stake. They flap his huge cape as if in the 
wind. The PURITAN walks in with loud, purposeful steps 
and stands at the foot of their bed. He raises his whip and 
talks rhythmically while beating the sleeping JO and 
HESTER.)

PURITAN 
(Loud, deep, British voice.)

Strumpets! Sinners! Sluts! Caught in the very act of Fornication!
Jezebels! Brazen Hussies! I smite thee for thy unnatural acts!

(JO and HESTER writhe and wimper as he whips them 
with each beat.)

Vainglorious vixens! Witches! I brand thee with this whip!

(JO and HESTER let out blood-curdling screams and sit up. 
Stare at foot of the bed. Panting. Lights on. Puritan is gone. 
The witch-ghosts flutter around a bit before disappearing.)

HESTER
I had a nightmare!

JO
It was terrifying!

HESTER
He had a cape!

JO
A whip!

Scene 5

HESTER
A Bible!



Muttonchops!

He was right there!

At the foot of our bed! 

I'm so scared!

Come to me.

Hold me.

Was he a ghost?

JO

HESTER

JO

HESTER

JO

HESTER

(The hold each other.)

I don't know. I love you, baby.
JO

HESTER
I love you, too.

(They hold each other tighter, shaking.) 

JO
I love you. 

I love you.
HESTER

(Lights out.)

[End of Play]



CHARACTERS, SCENE BY SCENE

ACT ONE: THE FIRST WAVE 

SCENE 1: THE AWAKENING 

Bathing Beauty (Meg)

SCENE 2: LIFE ON THE MISSISSIPPI 

Jo
Teddy
Blue Coat (Amy) (M)

SCENE 3: “SHE NEVER WILL BEHAVE LIKE A LADY”

John (Teddy)
Meg
Jo
Beth
Amy
Teddy

SCENE 4: REVENGE OF THE YELLOW WALLPAPER

The Theatrical:
Meg .... plays Jane
J o  plays Husband John (M), Josephine the Avenger,

Neighbor (M)
B eth plays Charlotte
A m y plays Wall Dancer
Teddy ....plays Dr. Mitchell

SCENE 5: “SHE IS LOST AND GONE FOREVER”

Meg
Jo
Beth
Amy
John(Teddy)
Teddy



ACT ONE, CONT'D

SCENE 6: DULL AS THE TOMBS 

Jo
Beth
Amy
John (Teddy)

SCENE 7: “WHAT’S GOING TO HAPPEN TO US?” 

Jo
Beth
Amy

SCENE 8: GOOD WIVES 

Jo
Beth
Amy
Publisher (Teddy)
Louisa May Alcott (Meg)

SCENE 9: “NOT A MAN WITH MUTTONCHOPS!” 

Jo
Beth
Amy
Louisa (Meg)



ACT TWO: THE SECOND WAVE

**Note: In Act Two, Meg becomes Hester, and Amy becomes 
Diane. They should retain the same basic personalities and be 
recognizably the same person

SCENE 1: RUNAWAY TRAIN 

Jo
Beth
Hester (Meg)
Train Announcer's Voice (Teddy) 

SCENE 2: TRANSITION HOUSE 

Jo
Beth
Hester (Meg)
Simone (Teddy)
Train Announcer's Voice (Teddy) 
Cloaked Figure (Amy)

SCENE 3: MACRAME

Jo
Beth
Hester (Meg)
Diane (Amy)

SCENE 4 : 1 AM WOMAN 

Jo
Beth
Hester (Meg)
Diane (Amy)

SCENE 5: THE HEAT IS ON 

Jo
Beth
Hester (Meg)
Diane (Amy)
Louisa (Meg)
Repo Man (Teddy)



ACT THREE: THE THIRD WAVE

SCENE 1: CHARGE IT!

Jo
Beth
Hester

SCENE 2: TEDDY PROPOSES AGAIN 

Jo
Beth
Hester
Teddy
Train Announcer's Voice (Teddy)

SCENE 3: FRISCO, HERE WE COME! 

Jo
Beth
Hester (Meg)
Train Announcer's Voice (Teddy)
Aimee (Amy)
T-Doe (Teddy)

SCENE 4: THE WEDDING VIDEO 

Jo
Beth
Hester
Teddy
Aimee

SCENE 5: THE SHADOW 

Jo
Hester
Puritan (Teddy)


